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Proposed Model Architecture Conclusions
In this project, the proposed model overcome the
limitations of traditional/manual approaches to interpret
the customer review process and achieved best
accuracy in predicting bad (93%) and good reviews
(94%) on test dataset using NLP and LSTM techniques.
This model is a powerful marketing tool which helps the
organizations and product managers to understand the
customer's emotions about their products and to
discover the reason about customers leaving some
negative or positive feedback.
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Introduction
Sentiment Analysis is a natural language processing
(NLP) technique used to determine whether data is
positive, negative or neutral. Our Objective is to help the
organizations to understand the customer's emotions
about their products and act accordingly. In this project,
we propose a deep neural network architecture Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) using NLP technique to
evaluate the sentiment of amazon reviews.
In two-three paragraphs describe 
the background of your project.
You can include graphics to help 
the viewer understand the project.
Materials and Methods
• Used "Amazon Reviews dataset"[3] from Kaggle having
4 million customer reviews of all products,
• Dataset has classes __label__1 and __label__2
__label__1 (Bad Reviews) represents 1- & 2-star reviews
__label__2 (Good Reviews) represents 4- & 5-star reviews
3-star reviews with neutral sentiment are not included in
the dataset.
• Used NLP (Natural Language Processing) for Data
preprocessing techniques
• LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) is an RNN (Recurrent
Neural Network) architecture which analyses data over
multiple time steps.
• Embedding Layer --> LSTM Cell --> Single Unit
(Sigmoid)
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The research questions lead towards creating a
framework that can analyze the polar emotions over
amazon reviews. We have three questions we wish to
answer:
1. Why LSTM model to analyze sentiment of amazon
r vie s?
2. How does feature extraction useful in the process?
3. Why NLP techniques are used?
4. How does the model compare with a traditional
approaches to interpret the customer review process?
5. What is the impact of this project to society or
organizations?
Abstract
A lot of times, companies want to understand the
public opinion on their products and figure out what’s
responsible for the growth and backfall. For better
understanding, they perform sentiment analysis on
their product reviews. Sentiment analysis has been
on the rise because of the availability of new analysis
techniques in deep learning, and there is an
incomprehensibly large amount of data being
generated everywhere. In this project, we propose a
deep neural network architecture (RNN-LSTM)
with NLP techniques to evaluate the performance of
proposed model in terms of accuracy, precision,





Mean Squared Error 0.03 0.05
Mean Absolute Error 0.06 0.07
Classification Report
Precision Recall F1-score Support
Label 1 0.93 0.94 0.93 20283
Label 2 0.94 0.92 0.93 19717
Accuracy - - 0.93 40000
Macro avg 0.93 0.93 0.93 40000
Weighted avg 0.93 0.93 0.93 40000
Confusion Matrix​
N = 40000​ Predicted [NO]​ Predicted [YES]​
Actual [NO]​ 19029​ 1254​
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